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www.chariotcarriers.com
Retailer locator, FAQ’s, warranty registrations:

As a new parent, it seems like you’re
always on the move. Chariot Carriers 
just happens to make it an easy, exciting
process – right from the get go.

Thanks to Chariot’s extensive line you
can get a child carrier that will provide a
comfy and secure ride from the 
day you’re ready to take them for their
first stroll, right up until that proud
moment they’ve mastered a two-
wheeler of their own! 

“

”
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They're only young once. So make the most of
this precious time together. Enjoy life to its
fullest, and keep doing the things you love. 

Whether it's a stroll with your newborn to the coffee
shop to catch up with friends, a walk in the park, a
scenic bike ride, or a more rigorous workout:
Chariot Carriers will get you there with unprece-
dented comfort, safety and style. 

Thoughtful carriers, conversion kits and acces-
sories - to meet your every need.

No other line of child carriers and
accessories gives you more

flexibility or freedom to enjoy
all that life has to offer -

right from day one. 

Please be sure to ride with extra care,
and always wear helmets when cycling.  

Ready for action as soon 
as you are.



www.chariotcarriers.com
Videos, galleries, product demos and lots of useful information:

Move to brisk walks or light jogs  >> Consider a winter workout  >> Step out into nature  >> Finally, hit the road together  >>Start out using it as a stroller >>

The real magic in Chariot
Carriers is the ability to easily
transform your child carrier
from one mode to another. 

Right on the spot. Without tools. It’s just as easy
as a click or a twist!

Chariot’s unique CTS Child Transport System
technology represents the ultimate in flexibility
for active families who enjoy participating in a
variety of activities together.

No other system gives you this much freedom or
flexibility. For example, with just one CTS Chariot
you can do up to five activities for the ultimate in
family flexibility. For example:

As your child grows, so do
your fitness options.

... And at any time switch back and forth. That’s CTS versatility!
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Who says having kids will
slow you down?

Certainly not a Chariot owner. That’s because
Chariot Carriers are made for families who
plan to grow more and more active as their
young family grows up.

Although most of Chariot’s products are
multi-function CTS carriers, Chariot also designs
and manufactures innovative dedicated carriers
for cyclists and runners.

Turn the page and explore the amazing world
of Chariot.



Cheetah 1

Cheetah 2

Cougar 1

Cougar 2

Cougar SX Cavalier 1

Cavalier 2

SideCarrier

Cabriolet

Corsaire

Caddie

X-COUNTRY
CTS Adventure Carrier Series

pg. 8 - 9

The X-Country Series is all about maxi-
mum flexibility and performance. It's
designed for year-round sports enthusiasts
who want no limits on the activities
they can enjoy with their children. Sleek,
sexy and aerodynamic, the X-Country
Series is perfect for parents who live
active lifestyles.

CLASSIC
CTS Bicycle Trailer Series

pg. 10 - 11

The Classic Series is designed for outdoor
enthusiasts who place an emphasis
on cycling functionality. That's why
Classic models are sold as "ready-to-
ride" bike trailers. But they also have
the versatility to quickly convert to
most other outdoor needs and activities
with optional CTS conversion kits. 

CAVALIER
Sport Stroller Series

pg. 12

The Cavalier Series is for serious runners
and avid walkers alike. They are both
high-performance jogging strollers and
easy-rolling all-terrain carriers. Cavaliers
are built with many child and parent-
friendly features, including an adjustable
height handlebar, a padded reclining
seat and a compact folding design.

COUGAR SX
The Ultimate Child Carrier

pg. 7

Looking for the best that Chariot has to
offer? This is it! Introducing the Special
Edition Cougar SX. It is fully loaded with
an incredible complement of conversion
kits and accessories; plus it has the
most comfortable and versatile child
compartment anywhere in the child
carrier world. Only from Chariot Carriers.

SIDECARRIER
New – Bicycle SideCarrier

pg. 13

Looking for something totally different?
The SideCarrier is the world’s newest
way for avid, cycling enthusiasts to ride
with their child. That’s right: side by side.
It’s an old-world concept redesigned for
the modern cycling family – with great
features such as a lightweight aluminum
frame and deluxe child compartment.  

TABLE OF CONTENTS
Get the goods on Chariot and all Chariot products. Find out which
carrier best suits your family’s needs.

Accessories .............................. pg. 14
CTS Explained .......................... pg. 15
FAQ & Testing .......................... pg. 16
Chariot Advantage .................. pg. 17
Chariot Tales ............................ pg. 18
Specs & Compatibility ............ pg. 19
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Although you can’t buy this piece of concept wizardry, you’ll find
many of its features and styling cues carried over to the Cougar
SX. The Chariot WIZ is a one-off showpiece to explore innovative
new features, and to highlight the design and engineering
capabilities of Chariot Carriers.

The special-edition, ultra-deluxe Cougar SX will make you and your baby the talk of the town.
We’ve combined all of the best features of the X-Country Series and the Wiz concept
carrier (see right) to come up with the worlds best child carrier! Inside the Cougar SX is a
super-comfortable, integrated seating system, so your child rides in pampered style.

The ultimate child carrier package. Comes equipped with
Chariot’s 3 most popular conversion kits. Also includes a custom
cargo rack, handlebar/shoulder bag and deluxe carrying case.

• Lightweight, Special Edition sport wheels with reflective sidewalls
• Built on the proven Cougar suspension frame
• Ultra-padded and extra comfortable deluxe seat 
• Deluxe padded shoulder harness 
• Custom roof rack and padded soft case with dedicated spaces

for its CTS components
• Complete mesh sides for maximum temperature control with

zip-on tinted side windows
• Ergonomic 5-position handlebars with a custom bag that snaps

off to become a shoulder bag
• Additional stretch fitted raincover for heavy rainfall
• Ready for Infant Sling, XC-Ski kit and Hiking kit (sold separately)

See Page 9 for additional features.

Key Cougar SX Features:

TRAILER KIT    1 JOGGING KIT    2 STROLLING KIT    3

1: 2: 3:Cougar SX:
Special Edition

Disk brakes Ultra-Comfortable Independent Suspension

CHARIOT CONCEPT VEHICLE

Cougar SX :// for 1 child
comes in gold/silver/navy

<

Chariot... pushing the envelope, and once
again raising the bar.

The Wiz integrates revolutionary 4-wheel inde-
pendent suspension and MaguraTM dual rear wheel
disk brakes. 

It also incorporates an ultra-comfortable and
stylized interior with the most sophisticated
temperature controls found anywhere.

Plus for sporting performance,
the integrated display on
the handlebar console
will track your 
fitness progress.
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INCLUDED CTS CONVERSION KITS:



www.chariotcarriers.com
Customer comments, owners manuals, fitness tips:

THE X-COUNTRY SERIES IS 
ALL ABOUT MAXIMUM FREEDOM
AND CHOICE.

Choose exactly which sports and activities you
want to do. It's up to you, because X-Country carriers
are sold as a base CTS Ready Chassis. You then get
to choose which of the 5 Conversion Kits best meet
your needs and activities.

Both the Cheetah and Cougar offer the choice of 
1 child and 2 child models and a selection of two
colours per model. Your possibilities are endless!

CTS Adventure Carrier Series
X-COUNTRY

The CTS Ready Chassis includes the Protected
Child Compartment, rear wheels, 2-in-1 weather
cover, handlebar, rear storage bag and parking brake. 

Thus the purchase of at least one CTS conversion
kit is needed for initial functionality.
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The sleek and nimble Cheetah has full CTS versatility at the lowest price, yet still has
plenty of unbeatable features to ensure your family adventures are unforgettable. Start
with just the CTS Conversion Kit you want, add more as you need them, or get them all.
Now that's versatility! 

Cheetah 1 :// for 1 child
shown in gold/grey/silver, also available in royal/red/silver

Cycling CTS Kit Strolling CTS Kit
(wheels only)

Jogging CTS Kit Hiking CTS KitSkiing CTS Kit

If you're looking for the top-of-the-line, look no further. The Cougar has all the innova-
tions that sets Chariot apart. From unmatched child comfort, to the responsive CAS
Chariot Adjustable Suspension, the Cougar is the best in its class. In fact, it's the best
in the whole school! 

Cycling CTS Kit Strolling CTS Kit
(wheels only)

Jogging CTS Kit Hiking CTS KitSkiing CTS Kit

Upgrades on Cougar from Cheetah:

• CASTM Chariot Adjustable Suspension 
• Top quality spoked stainless aluminum wheels 
• Padded seat bottom with wicking mesh fabric  
• Padded deluxe shoulder harness 
• Side air vents 
• Stainless spoked aluminum wheels
• Widened child space 
• Wallet / key / phone pocket
• Additional 3MTM ScotchliteTM Reflective Material

Key X-Country Features:

• Sold as ultra-versatile CTS Ready Chassis*
• High-quality, lightweight anodized aluminum frame
• Innovative ezFoldTM design for compact storage and

transportability
• Foot-activated dual-rear-wheel parking brake
• Large 20" rear wheels for all-season, all-terrain use

with easy push-button-release and cartridge bearings
• HeightRightTM adjustable quick release handlebars
• Extra-spacious protected child compartments for 

1 or 2 passengers
• Mesh upper seat for wind flow through with bug mesh
• Easy-to-secure 5-point seatbelt system(s) with

padded shoulder straps
• 2-in-1 weather cover and rear flap/sunscreen with visor
• Tinted side windows for additional UV protection
• Integrated helmet space for enhanced child comfort
• Large additional rear storage bag that cinches in 

for running
• Durable, water resistant 600 denier polyester fabric
• No tools required for assembly of carriers or 

conversion kits
• Numerous product enhancing accessories available
• Meets or exceeds ASTM safety standards
• 2 colour selections per model
• Plus: Limited Lifetime Warranty

• Easily adjustable
• Ultra smooth
• Super responsive
• Longer travel

Cheetah 2 :// for up to 2 children
shown in royal/red/silver, also available in gold/grey/silver

<

Cougar 2 :// for up to 2 children
shown in yellow/navy/silver, also available in red/silver/grey

<

<

Cougar 1 :// for 1 child
shown in red/silver/grey, also available in yellow/navy/silver

<

Cheetah 1 & 2

Cougar 1 & 2



www.chariotcarriers.com
Chariot tales, contests, product feedback, company info:

THE CLASSIC SERIES IS DESIGNED
FOR OUTDOOR ENTHUSIASTS WHO
PLACE AN EMPHASIS ON CYCLING.

When it comes to sporting child carriers, bike
trailers are among the most popular with parents.
That's why Chariot's Classic Series are ready to
ride as bike trailers. 

With the Cabriolet and Corsaire, you can expand
their functionality by adding CTS conversion kits.
The Classic Series features an extra large child
compartment and plentiful storage space, yet is
still well suited for recreational runners. The look
is classic, but the carriers are uncompromisingly
cutting edge!    

CTS Bicycle Trailer Series
CLASSIC

The CTS Bicycle Trailer includes the CTS Cycling
Kit, Protected Child Compartment, rear wheels,
and weather cover (integrated or 2-in-1).



Key Classic Features:

• Sold as a bicycle trailer, yet ready for quick conversion
using CTS Conversion Kits

• High-quality, lightweight anodized aluminum frame
• Patented axle-mount ezHitchTM extra-quick-connect

hitch and reinforced single-bend hitcharm
• Patented ezFoldTM design for compact storage and

transportability
• Large, durable quick-release canted 20" wheels with

cartridge bearings
• Extra-spacious protected child compartments for 1 or

2 passengers
• Easy-to-secure 5-point seatbelt systems
• Mesh upper seat for wind flow-through
• Tinted side windows for additional UV protection
• Integrated helmet space for enhanced child comfort
• Extra-spacious storage behind seat with covering flap
• 3MTM ScotchliteTM Reflective Material; reflectors, light

mounts, visible safety flag
• Durable, water resistant 600 denier polyester fabric
• No tools required for assembly
• Numerous product enhancing accessories available
• Meets or exceeds ASTM safety standards
• Plus: Limited Lifetime Warranty
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Jogging CTS Kit Strolling CTS Kit Hiking CTS Kit

Jogging CTS Kit Strolling CTS Kit Hiking CTS Kit

The Cabriolet adds CTS versatility and lots of great features to a classic bike trailer
design. With sleek lines, super comfy seat and harness, adaptable weather protection
and plenty of space, the Cabriolet is a 2-wheeled wonder designed to satisfy your
active lifestyle!

The Caddie is just right for most families looking for an economical high quality bike
trailer that can become an easy turning double stroller. If that's your family's route to fun
together, then the Caddie is just for you! 

Upgrades on Cabriolet from Caddie:
• 3 CTS Conversion Kits available 
• 2-in-1 weather cover and rear flap that

doubles as a sunscreen 
• Tinted view-in roof port for parents 
• Widened child space 
• Seat supporting cross tubes 
• Padded seat back/deluxe helmet space 
• Fleece covered shoulder straps
• Two-bend hitcharm

Caddie

Cabriolet

Corsaire

Corsaire :// for up to 2 children
comes in red/navy/yellow

<

Cabriolet :// for up to 2 children
comes in royal/red/silver

<

Caddie :// for up to 2 children
comes in royal/silver

<

Upgrades on Corsaire from Cabriolet:

• CPS Chariot Polymer Suspension 
• Stainless spoked aluminum wheels
• Padded seat bottom with wicking mesh 
• Padded deluxe shoulder harnesses 
• Large side air vents 
• Large rear organizing pocket 
• Rear bug mesh
• Additional 3MTM ScotchliteTM Reflective Material

The Corsaire is the top-of-the line in the Classic series with great features such as CPS
Chariot Polymer Suspension, large side air vents and possibly the most luxurious seat
design available. The wheels offer a traditional spoked look, and are light-weight and
durable. Look closely, the Corsaire is unparalleled!

Caddie Walking Kit

• Ultra lightweight
• Always active
• Smooth the ride
• Corsaire exclusive

 



Key Cavalier Features:

• Advanced, lightweight, rigid anodized aluminum frame 
with CBDTM CableBeamDesignTM

• Widest single child seat available, and ready for Chariot’s Baby
Supporter accessory

• Innovative ezFoldTM design for compact storage and transportability
• Chariot ergonomic HeightRightTM handlebars – with a stiff ‘no-flex’ design
• Top quality 16” wheels for lightweight, a smooth ride and 

low rolling resistance
• Easy push-button-release rear axles with cartridge bearings
• Padded deluxe shoulder harness(es)
• Caliper running brake plus foot-activated dual-rear-wheel parking brake
• Chariot StraightTrackTM adjust system ensures perfect wheel alignment
• 3MTM ScotchliteTM Reflective Material for increased visibility
• Durable, water resistant 600 denier polyester fabric
• Padded reclining seat with wicking mesh seat bottom
• No tools required for assembly
• Numerous product enhancing accessories available 
• Plus: Limited Lifetime Warranty

THE CAVALIER IS FOR THOSE 
WHO WANT A CARRIER DEDICATED
TO WALKING OR RUNNING.

It runs like the wind, walks almost effortlessly, and
folds to fit in small trunks. If you want a high-tech,
great looking stroller for walking and running, or
already have a bike trailer, the Cavalier is just for you!
The Cavalier is a Chariot sport-specific design, thus
it does not convert.  

Sport Stroller Series
CAVALIER

Cavalier 1 :// for 1 child
comes in royal/silver/grey

<

www.chariotcarriers.com
Animated folding demonstrations and interactive product descriptions:

Cavalier 2 :// for up to 2 children
comes in royal/silver/grey

<
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A TRAILER THAT YOU AND YOUR
CHILD CAN SEE EYE TO EYE ON.

The patented SideCarrier is a unique new product that
lives up to your cycling performance expectations.
Lightweight. Responsive. The aluminum SideCarrier
allows conversation, easier parenting, and natural
bike lean. It mounts to the right side of bikes with a
simple-to-use, quick-to-install coupling system. Once
installed, you can add or remove your SideCarrier
in seconds! Compatible with most bicycles, except
most full suspension mountain bikes.

SIDECARRIER

SideCarrier :// for 1 child
comes in yellow/silver/navy

<

Key SideCarrier Features:

• Very stable with extra-low center of gravity
• Bottom bracket QR coupling
• Lightweight aluminum frame
• Enclosed single child compartment
• Quick folding design for compact storage and transportability
• Padded deluxe shoulder harness
• Mesh upper seat for wind flow-through
• Tinted side windows for additional UV protection
• Top quality 20” stainless spoked aluminum wheel
• Easy push-button-release rear axles with cartridge bearings
• 2-in-1 weather cover
• Extra rear storage bag
• 3MTM ScotchliteTM Reflective Material for increased visibility
• Durable, water resistant 600 denier polyester fabric
• Manageable width of 27.5 inches – from outside of carrier tire 

to bicycle center line
• Plus: Limited Lifetime Warranty
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www.chariotcarriers.com
For the latest in what’s “new” at Chariot:

CHARIOT ACCESSORIES
From water bottles to rain covers, Chariot has the accessory to make
your ride enjoyable for both you and your kids.

1. Classic Cargo Conversion Kit – New!
Quickly and affordably turn your Classic model Chariot into a full-sized
cargo carrier. The water-resistant cover with a rear entrance for quick
access to your cargo is compatible with Caddies, Cabriolets and
Corsaires. A tough reinforced floor insert improves loading under heavy
use and supplies cargo anchoring options.

2. Hydration Kit
Comes with 2 bottles and frame mounting units. One for the ‘engine’ and
one for the passenger. No tools required.

3. Backpack Set
Stylish, durable daypacks that look just like your Chariot. One for you and a
smaller version for your child.

4. Storage Covers
A fabric cover to protect your Chariot while being stored inside or outside.
Available in two sizes for one and two child carriers.

5. Travel Bags
Protect your Chariot in these soft-case bags. Also great for storing your
folded Chariot when it’s not in use. Includes two wheel bags to help keep
the carrier clean.

6. All-Season Bunting Bag
This over-sized, interchangeable dual-layer bag zips up with one or two
layers for cooler weather. In warmer conditions the front panels zip off,
turning it into a comfy fleece seat liner, all-the-while allowing full use of
the 5-point seatbelts.

7. Rain Covers
Water-proof cover for days with heavy rain conditions. Chariot offers
these additional plastic rain covers for each of its models.

8. Axle-Mount ez-Hitch
The ez-HitchTM components for a 2nd bike. It’s the alloy cup and long QR skewer
to quickly move your Chariot from one bike to another. Highly recommended.

9. Jogging Brake Kit
For use in jogging mode on CTS carriers, this QR brake provides additional
stopping power, controlled from the handlebar mounted lever.

10. X-Country Cargo Racks
The XC cargo rack adds ultra-convenient supplemental storage within
easy reach. Adjustable strap helps secure cargo. Available in two sizes.
Only compatible with Cheetahs and Cougars. 

11. Baby Supporter
For help sitting upright, and extra comfort during naps. Adjusts for a
growing child and allows for full use of 5-point seatbelts. Head support
removes for helmet use. See FAQ, Pg. 16.

12. Infant Sling
Additional lateral support provides maximum comfort and stability for your
infant. Leaves plenty of room for a second older child in two seat carriers.
Attaches firmly to 2003 and newer Chariots with exceptions of the Caddie,
Cavalier and SideCarrier. Note: Not for cycling use. See FAQ, Pg.16.
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4. JOGGING: 

Our XC jogging strollers have
a long, stable wheelbase, a
low center of gravity, an
aerodynamically styled
profile, an enclosed or
open child compartment,
20-inch rear wheels, a
great kick-n-stride space,
reversible height handle-
bars, and an optimal weight
distribution. These are all
details that experienced and
casual runners appreciate.

See Runner’s World 08/03

5. STROLLING:

Combining Chariot’s large
windows and protected
child spaces, children have
the option of watching the
world go by or having an
on-the-go mobile toy/play
room. All with roughly the
same footprint as typical
strollers. And large
wheels make life much
easier over curbs, in play-
grounds and rough urban
sidewalks or paths.

See various Pregnancy, ePregnancy 
and Fit Pregnancy magazines

3. SKIING: 

The XC Ski Kits use quality
foam core KarhuTM cross-
country skis, for your easy
gliding over tracked or
ungroomed trails, while
your child is in the best cli-
mate protection available.
Three position telescoping
dual towbars ensure con-
trol and stability. Plus the
skis and towbars quickly
remove for easy packing.

See XCskiworld.com
click ‘child ski sleds’

2. HIKING: 

Chariot’s hiking kits have
no other products to com-
pare to. How else can you
enjoy long flat hikes while
the kids bring along toys,
sleep comfortably and
bring along a huge, gour-
met picnic? Plus, as an
added benefit, much of
your child’s weight is
taken off your shoulders.

See Chariot Tales Pg. 18

Uncommon sense
Whether you are a fitness family aiming to do 3+
activities a day, a family aspiring to use human-
powered transportation, or if you simply don’t want
the storage hassles of multiple carriers, Chariot
CTS is the only way to go.

CTS Snapshot
You can do two or more activities while your
child naps! For example, imagine trying to move
a sleeping child from a jogger to bike trailer to go
shopping after your morning run. Once at the
store, click to separate your Chariot and bike, then
flip the stroller wheels down and roll right in. Try
that with three separate carriers!

CTS: CHILD TRANSPORT SYSTEM

First, choose a X-Country CTS Ready Chassis and at
least 2 kits or a Classic CTS Bicycle Trailer and one
more kit. Swapping is ultra-simple and fast with
ezClickTM, found exclusively on Chariot’s jogging
and cycling arms, and Chariot’s VersaWingsTM. 

And no tools are required!

1. CYCLING: 

The Classic or X-country
series in cycling mode are
ultra-high performance bike
trailers. Look at all these
cycling enhancing features
you’ll find only on Chariots’:
innovative CAS or CPS sus-
pension systems, patented
axle-mount ezHitchTM,
ezFoldTM systems reinforced
seats, padded deluxe shoulder
harnesses and ultra quick
release 20” wheels.

See Bicycling 08/02,
MountainBike Action 06/03

Chariot’s revolutionary 
CTS™ technology: 
The freedom to change! 
Here is how it works:

Q: Chariot’s CTS products are obviously great value
given one carrier can do so much, but are CTS products
as high performance as dedicated products?

A: Yes! Chariot products are designed to perform as
well or better than single-use carriers.

See detailed explanation, upper right.
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www.chariotcarriers.com
CTS Flash introduction and lots of great photos:

Q: At what age may I take my child in a Chariot?
A: From about 1 month old, with the help of the optional Chariot Infant Sling or, from

about 3 months old with the optional Chariot Baby Supporter, both starting with walking,
and running can come later – depending on terrain, child development and your doctor’s
advice. You may use your Chariot from about 1 year, for cycling – with a properly fitted
helmet, available at your bike store.

Q: Until what age or weight of my child can I use a Chariot?
A: Until about 4 years old, or as long as their head or helmet does not pass the upper

frame, and as long as the weight limits of the Chariot are not exceeded: 75 lbs (or
100 lbs) for 1 (or 2) child Chariots. In sum, much longer than a regular stroller.

Q: What is Chariot’s helmet policy?
A: Chariot insists on helmet use while trailering, which starts at about 1 year of age.

Helmets are not needed, but recommended, while doing non-cycling activities,
assuming the child is old enough to wear a properly fitted helmet, which comes at
about 1 year of age. For example, newborns in the Infant Sling while walking do not
require helmets. 

Q: Will I be able to get replacement parts for my Chariot in the future?
A: Yes. As your Chariot will likely outlast your family, you can pass it on and they’ll be

able to get parts and service. As the limited lifetime warranty is to the original owner,
we pride ourselves in stocking most conversion kits, parts, and even whole fabric
bodies and weather cover for all Chariot models made since 1993. Just inquire about,
and order these through your local Chariot retailer.

Q: Why is the CTS Ready Chassis concept only on the X-Country Series? 
A: This is because the XC Series is a multi-use design that has 1 and 2 child versions.

In sum, runners may run, strollers can stroll, and cyclists may ride, etc, by only pur-
chasing kits and seating capacity for their exact needs. Please note the new Special
Edition Cougar SX includes 3 Conversion kits and only seats one, and the Classic
Bicycle Trailers include the CTS Cycling Kit and all seat two children.   

Q: Why are there so many Chariot models?
A: Firstly, child transportation is our company focus. Then, as parents ourselves, we fully

understand the evolving and specific needs of different families. As managers of
household budgets, we know that every purchase needs to be carefully evaluated,
hence our standard and deluxe models. From our experience, only a variety of carriers,
conversion kits and accessories can meet the demands of today’s active families.

Think Focus
Chariot Carriers is one of the very few
companies worldwide that dedicates
itself exclusively to outdoor child trans-
portation. We are guided by principles
such as family togetherness, outdoor
activities, health and fitness, balanced
lifestyles, ultimate safety, and an ongo-
ing commitment to making your family
outings into unforgettable memories. 

Think Community
Chariot is a skilled and experienced team
of approximately 100 proud, energetic
employees. At Chariot, progressive
human resource policies mean that
every Chariot is made in an openly
multi-cultural and multi-lingual environ-
ment whose common bond is making
the best and safest products, anywhere
in the world, for your family.

Think International
Chariot leads in many marketplaces
around the world, including countries
in North America and in Europe, where
parents have been choosing Chariot
over other brands for more than a
decade, citing quality, innovation atten-
tion to details and worldwide customer
care. Discover the Chariot difference.

SAFETY AND TESTING
When you purchase a Chariot Carrier, you’re buying
a product that has undergone years of internal and
field testing – and retesting. Just some of the tests
conducted on each Chariot model are: crash tests
with the floor, hitch durability, roll-overs, and long-
term durability on a very rough simulated road (see
above). 

In addition to complying with applicable safety
standards, Chariot products must pass our own
significantly more stringent internal standards. By
integrating product design, testing and production
under one roof, Chariot raises the bar in product
safety and excellence. And, independent interna-
tional test results with Chariot products have further
verified this quality.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS MORE ABOUT CHARIOT
Learn more about Chariot Carriers the company.See our website for many more.

ASTM
American Society for Testing and Materials

All Chariot trailers meet or exceed
ASTM Standard F1975-02
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3. PERFORMANCE:

Sporting performance is designed
into all Chariot products, so that
they are as good - or better – at
improving your personal bests
than ’dedicated or single-use’
products. See Pg.15. You’ll only
find lightweight yet rigid hand-
made aluminum frames, aerody-
namic profiles, and performance
wheels on Chariot products.
Take a test drive and compare,
you’ll quickly sense why Chariot
is an industry leader.

4. CHILD COMFORT: 

Spacious, ergonomic and con-
toured for growing children –
from almost newborn right up to
when they go to kindergarten,
Chariot pampers its passengers
with unmatched attention to
detail with its interior designs.
Touch the deluxe padded shoulder
harnesses and padded seats;
open the side air vents, and you’ll
begin to understand how Chariot
goes furthest in child comfort.

5. CONVENIENCE: 

Chariots feature thoughtful,
practical touches only a parent
can truly appreciate! Our patented
ezFoldTM design (see above) sets
the new standard for folding
quickness and ease. When you
want to do another activity,
switching with our ezClickTM sys-
tem is fast and easy. And only
Chariot offers so many storage
options for you and your child.

2. INNOVATION:

As a verification of Chariot’s ever
widening lead in innovation; can
you believe our design team have
carefully orchestrated over 400
precision parts into every
Cougar 2 Chassis? Only Chariot
can do this and offer a limited
lifetime warranty. It’s Chariot’s
experience, openness to listen
to customers, and the ongoing
investment into product devel-
opment that makes every
Chariot the paramount of child
carrier excellence. 

CHARIOT ADVANTAGE
Learn what sets us apart.

1. SAFETY: 

Your child’s safety is key to every design and
manufacturing decision at Chariot. Technical
testing and customer feedback over more
than a decade has given Chariot an industry
leading edge towards making products that
give you peace of mind. Plus you’ll have the
means to protect your child from everyday
issues such as changing weather and sun.
Other examples are generous use of 3MTM

ScotchliteTM Reflective Materials and superior,
engineered materials throughout.



www.chariotcarriers.com
Customer survey, Chariot distinctions and marketing info:

Chariot’s 
BIG adventures.
Below are some true stories of endurance
and adventure involving Chariot Carriers.

Taming The Outback.
In 1999 David Adie ran across the vast,
hot Australian outback with a Cabriolet
and a Jogging Kit carrying over 45 kgs
(100 lbs) including litres and litres of
precious water. On his 5,200 km (3,200
mile) journey, he jogged about 50-60
km a day and took four months from
his work as an educator. Other prior
trips he has run with a Chariot: South-
East Asia, The United Kingdom, run-
ning the long way from sea–to-sea and
a few thousands kilometers jogging the
length of the Japanese Islands.

Quality father and
daughter time.

Sandy Boyd, a 36-year-old former tri-ath-
lete and stay-at-home Dad, has com-
pleted 4 full marathons with his daugh-
ter Sonje, 3.5 years old. When racing,
Sonje likes taking in the energy, read-
ing, and playing with her many toys.
Their best race time was an amazing
3h45! Sandy and Sonje have bonded
with their Chariot through more than
5000 km (3100 miles), as they simply
love their time together. And Sonje will
soon have a little Chariot partner!

Stepping Up For 
The Children.
Starting in the summer of 2000, Jean
Béliveau left Montreal, Canada heading
south. His ten-year goal is to walk around
the planet to promote "Peace and non-
violence to the profit of the children of
the world". Jean is still walking and
plans to completely circumnavigate the
world by foot, returning with 83,000 km
(50,000 miles) on his ped-o-meter.
Chariot is supporting his endeavor with
a Cheetah 1 in jogging mode. Jean has
finished North and South America, and at
presstime, is in South Africa heading north.

Who Needs A 
Rail Pass?
In 2000 a Dutch couple walked 84 days
with their Cabriolet and Hiker Kit for
1,745 km (>1,000 miles) from The
Netherlands to Rome, and then 724 km
(450 miles) from San Sebastien to
Santiago de Compostella, Spain. They
carried a load of 30 kgs (66 lbs). As
regular walkers of long pilgrimage
trails, this weight was previously in
backpacks, until they met a family travel-
ing with a Chariot bike trailer. They liked
the idea of the CTS conversion system
so they bought their own Cabriolet with
a Hiking Kit, as this duo perfectly
matched their needs.

When we came across the Chariot we knew it
was the "ONE". We were absolutely amazed at
all the little features. It was well worth the
money to have such a versatile trailer. Our friends
are so jealous of our awesome carrier. 
Renee and Sam

One of the best purchases we ever made! We
use it all the time.
Eric and Willene

Thank you for building such an awesome stroller,
jogger, bike trailer, hiker and (XC ski) sleigh. It
makes sense to have your kids warm while they
enjoy the outdoors at the same time!!
Darren and Nicole

We were very impressed with the quality of materi-
als used, as well as the engineering. Lots of thought
put into the little details.
Aaron and Genie

CHARIOT TALES
True stories and real life adventures involving Chariot Carriers.
One with a child and three with cargo only.

We absolutely love our Chariot!
It is used everyday. It allows us to
still be extremely active with our
young child.

Carmen and Jeff

“
”

CUSTOMER COMMENTS
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All-Season
Bunting Bag

20100723

Infant Sling

20100722

XC Cargo Rack 2

20100721

XC Cargo Rack 1

20100720

Jogging
Brake Kit

20100719

Storage Cover 2

20100714

Storage Cover 1

20100713

Travel Bag 2

20100712

Travel Bag 1

20100711

ezHitch- 
2nd Bike

20100709 π

Backpack Set

20100707

Hydration Kit

20100705

Chariot Specifications //
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Cheetah 1 
10100408
Gold/grey/silver
10100409
Royal/red/silver

Cheetah 2 
10100803
Gold/grey/silver
10100804
Royal/red/silver

Cougar 1 
10100505 
Red/silver/grey
10100506
Yellow/navy/silver

Cougar 2 
10100903 
Red/silver/grey
10100904
Yellow/navy/silver

1 

1 or 2

1

1 or 2

75 / 34 

100 / 45

75 / 34

100 / 45

CTS Ready
Chassis 

CTS Ready
Chassis 

CTS Ready
Chassis 

CTS Ready
Chassis 

21 / 9.5 

24 / 10.9 

20.5 / 9.3 

24 / 10.9 

15 / 38 

22 / 56 

15 / 38 

22 / 56 

25 / 63 

25 / 63 

25 / 63 

25 / 63 

33 / 84 

33 / 84

33 / 84 

33 / 84 

27 / 69 

31.5 / 80

27 / 69

31.5 / 80 

20”
Molded
plastic

20”
Molded
plastic

20”
Aluminum
Spoked

20”
Aluminum
Spoked 

Push -
button

Push -
button

Push -
button

Push -
button

42:37 /
106:94

42:37 /
106:94

42:37 /
106:94

42:37 /
106:94

45x27x37 /
114x68x94

45x32x37 /
114x81x94

45x27x37 /
114x68x94

45x32x37 /
114x81x94

41x23.5x10 /
104x60x25

41x31x10 /
104x79x25

41x23.5x10 /
104x60x25

41x31x10 /
104x79x25

Cougar SX 
10101001 
Gold/silver/navy
green version 
not available

1 75 / 34 3-in-1
Complete
Package 

20.5 / 9.3 15 / 38 25 / 63 33 / 84 27 / 69 20”
Custom
Aluminum
Spoked

Push -
button

40 / 10245x27x37 /
114x68x94

41x23.5x10 /
104x60x25

Caddie
10100308
Royal/silver

Cabriolet
10100134
Royal/red/silver

Corsaire
10100223
Red/navy/yellow

1 or 2

1 or 2

1 or 2

100 / 45 

100 / 45

100 / 45

Bicycle
Trailer

Bicycle
Trailer

Bicycle
Trailer 

22 / 9.9 

22.5 / 10.3

22.5 / 10.3

23 / 58 

23 / 58 

23 / 58 

25 / 63 

25 / 63 

25 / 63 

36 / 91 

36 / 91

36 / 91 

32.5 / 82 

32.5 / 82

32.5 / 82

20”
Molded
plastic

20”
Molded
plastic

20”
Aluminum
Spoked

Quick -
release

Quick -
release

Quick -
release

41:36 /
104:91

42:37 /
106:94

42:37 /
106:94

36x33x36 /
91x84x91 

36x33x36 /
91x84x91 

36x33x36 /
91x84x91 

38x27x9 /
96x69x23

39x32x9 /
99x81x23

39x32x9 /
99x81x23

Cavalier 1
10100603
Royal/silver/grey

Cavalier 2
10100702
Royal/silver/grey

1

1 or 2

75 / 34 

100 / 45

Sport
Stroller

Sport
Stroller

21 / 9.5 

27 / 12.2

18 / 46 

22 / 56 

23 / 59

23 / 59

na

na

25 / 64 

31 / 79

16”
Aluminum
Spoked

16”
Aluminum
Spoked

Push -
button

Push -
button

42:37 /
106:94

42:37 /
106:94

50x25x42 /
125x64x107 

52x31x42 /
128x79x107 

32x22x9 /
81x56x23

32x28x9 /
81x71x23

ra
Ce

di
S

re
ir

SideCarrier
10101101
Yellow/silver/navy

1 75 / 34 Side 
Carrier
only

16 / 7.3 11.5 / 29 21 / 53 na 32 / 81 20”
Aluminum
Spoked

Push -
button

na38x29x29.5 /
97x74x75 

41x29x9.5 /
103x74x24

Name/Part #/Colour lbs / kgs lbs / kgs lbs / kgs in. / cm LxWxH in. / cm LxWxH in. / cmin. / cm in. / cm in. / cm High:Low in. / cm

Children Weight
Capacity

Starting
Configuration

Weight* Shoulder
Width

Sitting
Height

Open
Dimensions*

Folded
Dimensions

Height w/o
Handlebar

Door Pass
Through

Wheels Axle type Handlebar
Heights

* Sold as configuration, except Cougar SX: weight without handlebar.
All information and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Conversion Kits //Accessories //

†Lightweight limited edition sport wheel.
Chariot stocks previous years conversion kits.
Ask your retailer to order for you.

Included
∑Custom carrying case.
πComplete hitch available.

Accessory 
Part #

Baby Supporter

20100724

Cross Country
Skiing Kit

20100801

Hiking Kit

20100601

Cycling Kit

20100503

Strolling Kit
(Wheels only)

20100402

Strolling Kit

20100203

Corsaire
Jogging Kit

20100126

Cabriolet
Jogging Kit

20100106

Caddie 
Walking Kit

20100205

Cougar 2
Jogging Kit

20100142

Cougar 1
Jogging Kit

20100141

Cheetah 2
Jogging Kit

20100132

Cheetah 1
Jogging Kit

20100131

Classic Cargo
Conversion Kit

NEW

20100901

XS raguoC

1 hateehC

2 hateehC

1 raguoC

2 raguoC

eiddaC

teloirbaC

riasroC
e 1 reilavaC

2 reilavaC

Conversion Kit
Part Number

XS raguoC

1 hateehC

2 hateehC

1 raguoC

2 raguoC

eiddaC

teloirbaC

riasroC
eraCediS

reir

de dul cn i
∑

An asterics indicates compatibility between the carrier
and the accessory or the conversion kit.

New: SideCarrier Hitch for 2nd Bike, 
PN20100729

β

β



www.chariotcarriers.com
videos, galleries, product demos and tons of useful information:

www.chariotcarriers.com

3M and Scotchlite are trademarks of 3M Company.

As proof of the confidence we have in our product design and quality manufacturing processes, all
Chariot products are covered by Chariot’s Limited Lifetime Warranty. This provides you, our valued
customers, with that extra comfort when making such an important purchasing decision. 

Visit our Website for more details.

Printed in Canada.

Phone: 403-640-0822  Fax: 403-640-0759
www.chariotcarriers.com

 


